
My name is Proserpina, and I would like to welcome you to the birth of my second child! Please take a moment 
to review my birth plan. I promise it is not boring like all those other birth plans out there. 

Early & Active Labor at Home

∑ Persons who will be present throughout labor and delivery include my groin buddy, [husband’s name], 
my δουλα, [doula’s name], and the Holy Spirit.

∑ I prefer to labor at home for as long as possible, encompassing early labor and a good deal of active 
labor. My minions will be in touch with the appropriate medical personnel on the progress of my labor 
and when to head to the hospital. 

Active Labor in the Hospital

∑ Handsy medical personnel are a no-no. You may conduct a cervical exam in triage, but I otherwise wish 
for cervical exams to be kept to a minimum, and reserve the right to refuse them.

∑ Atmosphere is important to me. I prefer to labor and deliver in my own clothing and keep the lights 
dimmed. I recognize and accept that my clothing may be destroyed if I must be prepped for an 
emergency C-section. 

∑ Bondage is for making babies, not having babies. This means “no” to continuous fetal monitoring 
(whether internal or external), IVs, epidurals, Pitocin drips, catheters, and anything else that may 
severely limit my mobility. You may install a Hep-Lock if you so desire. 

∑ I prefer to utilize natural pain management options: massage, water, relaxation, visualization, counter-
pressure, changing positions, and gazing longingly at pictures of actor Alexis Denisof. I am aware of the 
pain management options available via the miracles of modern medicine, and will ask for them if I 
change my mind about having an unmedicated childbirth experience. 

Delivery in the Hospital

∑ I wish to deliver in the position that feels most natural and comfortable to me.  

∑ I do NOT want an episiotomy. I hope to avoid tearing via massage, hot compresses, and allowing the 
baby's head time to stretch the perineum naturally. Regardless, I prefer taking my chances with tears 
over having an episiotomy. Did I mention that I do NOT want an episiotomy?

∑ When I deliver my baby, I wish to hold him or her immediately, and I do not wish to clamp the cord right 
away. Furthermore, please do not encroach on my sacred right to order my own husband around by 
railroading him into cutting the cord. 

∑ If a c-section becomes necessary, I request that [husband] and [doula] be permitted to attend the 
surgery with me. My morbid sense of curiosity implores me to ask that you let me observe you taking out 
my insides and putting them back in, but if you must put that damned curtain up or put me under 
general, so be it!

After Delivery

∑ If our child is a boy, we wish to have him circumcised. 

∑ If my delivery was uncomplicated and our baby is healthy, I wish to go home ASAP. Please consider 
releasing us early. 

Please know that I consider this plan to be an expression of hopes and ideals, not a rigid list of demands from 
which there will be no variation. The most important thing is that you try to help me achieve these goals, whilst 
fully informing me of the pros and cons of any proposed medical interventions which deviate from the plan, and 
obtaining my fully informed consent before going through with them. 


